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Why close leisure centre before plans

Your views

PARK LIFE: Jeff
Clarke took this
picture of The Old
Yard gift and coffee
shop in Wollaton
Park. The Evening
Post is offering local
photographers the
chance to have their
work published on
the letters page. We
are looking for
photographs that
convey the essence
of the city or county
or tell a news story.
Send your pictures
to: Post
Photographs,
Nottingham Evening
Post, Castle Wharf
House, Nottingham
NG1 7EU. For
return of
photographs, send
an SAE. If you are
e-mailing digital
pictures they need
to be in jpeg format
and a minimum size
of 300kb. Send
them — include
your name, address
and telephone
number — to
library@nottingham
eveningpost.co.uk

Letters to the Editor
Mail Evening Post, Castle Wharf House, Nottingham NG1 7EU
Fax 0115 964 4027
E-mail letters&poems@nottinghameveningpost.co.uk
E-mailed letters will only be published if you provide your full postal
address
Make your letters clear and to the point, and include your name,
address and postcode

In the picture

Online

Can our new pool
be built on time?

All that said we now have to put
our trust in the promises made by
the council and have faith that
they will access a raft of extremely
reliable companies and trades
people who will all have the 2012
deadline in mind and treat the
Victoria Baths with the same sense
of urgency as they would, for
example, an Olympic stadium!

MARIAN PERT
Ferrers Walk

St Ann’s

I MAY have missed something, but
there seem to be two distinct
directions neighbourhoods are
going in.
First are the good neighbours,

promoting Neighbourhood Watch
schemes, a majority that seems to
see it as a basic human
requirement that people should
feel safe in their homes.
They are by themselves in this.

The authorities seem to deem it
necessary to give a head start to
the miscreants who commit
crimes, through an army of
solicitors, barristers, probation
officers and others who see it
necessary to get them off charges.

BW HUNT
Oakley Mews
Nottingham

But they aren’t: they are just 5”
by 5” plaques with someone’s
name on, and a few new trees
which will benefit the entire park
and wildlife of the surrounding
area.
Why don’t these critics channel

their energies into complaining
about dog fouling or vandalism,
which occur in the country park,
rather than a few plaques in 2,010
acres of beautiful countryside?
Let the residents of Ruddington

and visitors to the park enjoy the
open space which is free for
everyone.
Thank you for allowing the

opportunity to remember former
residents of Ruddington and the
surrounding areas in a place
where they took so much pleasure.

GILL TATMAN
Flawforth Avenue

Ruddington

Left on our own

COUNCILLOR Dave Trimble
presents a confident and very
optimistic viewpoint supporting
the closure of the Victoria Baths to
make way for a new and exciting
development incorporating some
of the existing historic features
(Evening Post, February 3).
So far so heartening for the

people in the surrounding areas.
What could possibly go wrong?
Could it be that a well used

leisure centre familiar to, and
loved by local people, is worth far
more than an ideal fantasy facility
which may or may not open in
2012? With reference to my own
experience of such promises,
adding two or three more years to
the proposed reopening date would
not be wildly pessimistic.
In the meantime it’s all very

well to advise present users to pop
across to the other side of town to
use the Djanogly facilities or
facilities in The Meadows. Not
everyone has a car and a stressed
mum taking two or three excitable
children for a weekly swim might
well find the idea of dragging said
ensemble on and off buses
cancelling out the benefit and
relaxation a local facility provides.

MAY I take this opportunity,
through your letters page, to put
the record straight regarding some
statements which have been made
recently about Ashfield District
Council.
Allegations have been made

about who was in charge of the
council when the authority was
independently rated as being
“good and improving”.
I would like to remind readers

that this rating was achieved in
February 2007, when the Labour
Party was in power, although the
result was not made public until
June 2007.
The “poor” rating was

announced for performance
relating to the 2007-08 and 2008-09
years when the Liberal Democrats
were in power.
I hope this clarifies the situation

and puts to bed any rumours to the
contrary.

COUN JOHN WILMOTT
Ashfield Council Deputy Leader

Hucknall

Comment
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Place they loved
I FEEL I must write to you after
hearing an item on the radio about
Rushcliffe Country Park turning
into “a cemetery”.
I, my friends and my family find

it most upsetting that certain
people have complained about the
commemorative trees, benches and
plaques that have been placed
around Rushcliffe Country Park.
Whoever these complainers are,

why don’t they stand up and be
counted?
Most people get a lot of pleasure

from sitting on these benches and
enjoying the trees when they are
in blossom; who could find this
offensive?
I could understand if constant

bouquets of flowers were being left
by these plaques.
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What do you think of the early
closure of the Victoria Baths?
Visit thisisnottingham.co.uk

Mat Anderson

The best of your online
comments from the Evening
Post website
thisisnottingham.co.uk

Your poems

There’s more to life than this,
I thought,
Whilst working down the pit
I could be rich
And be a king
And on a throne I’d sit

No more digging coal
With an aching back;
I could even be a film star
For experience is all I lack

I wouldn’t breathe in coal dust
And I wouldn’t have a scar
If I could sing
Like Elvis
I would be a rich pop star

I wouldn’t have to lift
No more heavy rings
If I were a comedian
Who did jokes and other things

I wouldn’t have to shower
Every single day
If I were a nomad
Who simply went his way

I could be a famous footballer
Who’s playing for the Cup
But now my shift is over
I’d best be hurrying up.

EDDIE JEPSON
Mount Street

Mansfield

Anthem for the
Dumb Youth
Oh to be young and daft again
With more energy than sense
And naive boundless optimism
To hell with the consequence!

The tide is high and the sap is risen
And worrying is for fools
Patience is for the slow all right
And only suckers stick to the rules!

We can take the knocks and still
keep on
There is always an alternative path
And things are never quite serious
We are always up for a laugh!

The shackles of responsibility
Are a million miles away
Life has never really kicked us where
it hurts
And all dragons can be slayed!

Life is one long victory march
We’ll never knuckle under!
Our bright eyes are not jaded by
disappointment
The world is full of wonder

MICHAEL HUDSON
Chard Street
New Basford

Get writing
Send your poetry, which must be your original work, to:
Your Poems, Nottingham Evening Post, Castle Wharf
House, Nottingham, NG1 7EU

Or you can e-mail
letters&poems@nottinghameveningpost.co.uk

Notts police were caught
failing to record violent
crimes properly during an
inspection by a
Government watchdog.

When policing is driven by
national targets and they
become intrinsically linked to
the political objectives of ruling
parties then serving the public’s
best interest will always come a
poor second.

Baz, Nottm

This is about the Government
trying to micro-manage all
aspects of the public sector
through target setting. What
does seem clear is that those in
power (and I feel the politicians
lack the will or ability to control
the Whitehall mandarins on this
issue) have tipped the balance
too far in one direction.

Ted, Notts

With micro-management and
bureaucracy designed to
manipulate statistics, the force
is failing to tackle crime.
Perhaps when this is removed,
and a simple and standard
reporting system is introduced
we can all make accurate
comparisons.

Andyman, Derbys

Putting it right

We’re out of cash
GORDON Brown has to borrow
millions of pounds every day to
keep Britain afloat.
Many councils are short of

money. Many businesses have
failed for being short of money.
People are losing their jobs and
houses due to the lack of money.
Many shops are closing down
because people are not spending
money. Many projects are being
put back or cancelled due to lack
of money.
In the borough of Gedling, the

development of the Gedling
Colliery site is being put back, due
to the lack of money.
So what part of “there is no

money” do people like MP Vernon
Coaker not understand?

A. J. ASKEW
Waveney Close

Arnold

Black hole curse
I HAVE been reading a lot of
letters about parking charges and
ungritted roads in Gedling, but I
am surprised no-one has
mentioned how Chesterfield Street
residents suffer at the hands of a
few people on the council.
There must be a black hole at

the bottom of the road they could
lose a waste truck in because we
have trouble trying to get them to
come to collect the bins.
I wonder if any of your other

readers know of any other black
holes in the area, as then we could
get together and call in some
experts from the government to
look into the matter.

DAVE MILNER
Chesterfield Street

Carlton
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The local community is delighted
that the council is so ambitious for
our area.
We welcome the regeneration that

investment in the leisure centre will
bring.
We are thrilled that in these hard

times the council has found such a
huge sum of money to spend on the
leisure centre.
Our disagreement with the

council is one of means rather than
ends. We have two simple questions
for the council.
Firstly, why the rush to close

down a functioning, viable leisure
centre before planning permission
is in place for a new one?
Councillor Trimble’s comments

about there being ‘no problem’ with
the planning process are
disingenuous.

It could be many months before
such plans are approved, and they
may even have to be re-drawn if
they prove to be unpopular – this is
the nature of the planning process
in England.
Taking into account such delays

and unforeseen problems with
digging a new pool in an area never
previously excavated, local people
may be left without a leisure centre
for three years. That is a long time
in the life of a child who wants to
learn to swim.

430,000 years ‘saved’
NHS bosses in Notts hope
to save 430,000 years of life
for county residents in the
next five years.
The figure was calcu-

lated as part of proposals
put together by NHS Notts
County, which pays for and
plans health services.
It is hoped the gap

betweenpeople in goodand
bad health will be reduced

in 12 areas. They include
cutting the number of teen-
agers getting pregnant,
helping people give up
smoking and cutting
obesity rates.
Deborah Jaines, direct-

or of procurement and
market management said:
“We are committed to de-
livering this plan while
driving forward improve-

ments in quality and en-
suring value for money in
everything we do. Achiev-
ing that balance will be a
big challenge in the cur-
rent financial climate, but
we are confident.”
The 430,000 figure was

produced following work
with the East Midlands
Public Health Observat-
ory.

OUT OF THE BLUE: A Stonebridge Rovers player shrugs off rivals from The
Equals; the Positive Goals Football Festival launched its first league last April.

Mental health
footy league
needs money

A FOOTBALL league for
people with mental health
problems needs sponsorship
for next season.
Positive Goals Football Festival

launched the league at Arnold Town
FC’s Eagle Valley ground last
April.
Notts Healthcare Trust joined forces

with Notts Disability Football Focus
Group and the Notts FA to run the league.
It kicked-off in November and four days of
fixtures have been played so far.
Twelve teams from across the county

played each other at a five-a-side event
attended by MP Vernon Coaker.
But PositiveGoals only has sponsorship

for this season.
Money to cover running costs currently

comes from the trust and football asso-
ciation. Notts FA’s disability football de-
velopment officer, Kevin Sanders, said he
would apply for funding from the trust and
FA again and from other organisations,
including the Football Foundation.

But sponsorship from businesses was
also needed to help with other costs, he
said.
These include providing kit and train-

ing facilities.
“We are looking for sponsorship for the

whole season,” he said.
“We’ve had really good feedback [from

the games] and it’s good for everyone
involved to play regular football.
“It builds up their self-esteem and con-

fidence.
“Sponsorship is really important to get

the league more into the mainstream.”
The competition is the third-largest of

its kind in the country, after London and
Manchester.
There are currently nine teams in-

volved. They meet up once a month for a
day of matches.
Mr Sanders said he hoped the league

fixtures would remain at Arnold Town’s
ground next season as this would best suit

the players.
He said: “Each team plays

three to four fixtures and the
players get to play around 90
minutes of football.
“It’s an opportunity for the

players to get with each other in
an environment that’s suit-
able.”
This season ends on April 29

and a day-long football festival is
planned for May.
Anyone who can offer spon-

sorship for the 2010/11 Positive
Goals football league should con-
tact Kevin Sanders on 0115 983
7415.

tanya.holden@nottinghameveningpost.co.uk

By TANYA HOLDEN Fixtures used to
build confidence

Walking the peaksOn Saturday, hundreds of
people took to the
streets of the city
centre to protest about
the early closure of the
Victoria Leisure Centre

before planning permission has
been granted for its development; at
the time of writing more than 3000
have signed a petition asking for a
delay in the closure.
People looking on probably

wondered what all the fuss was
about. They might have thought,
“the local community has been
promised a new facility, at a cost of
£9m! What are they moaning
about?”

Secondly, why persist in saying
that the majority of people want to
see the old centre demolished and
rebuilt to make a new facility when
this is clearly not the case?
A close look at the consultation

figures shows that the only thing
that backs this claim are the views
of school children hurriedly
canvassed last year when the
council realised most people in the
local area did not back their
scheme.
The majority consulted wanted

the current building, with its
fantastic, unique and broad range of
facilities, retained but modernised.
It is what the community has

been asking for since 1998. The
council’s own research bears this
out.
The proposed new centre offers

fewer facilities than the current
one. For a fraction of the £9m price
tag, the council could bring the
existing one up to state-of-the-art,
modern standards.
Shockingly, the council itself

estimates the new smaller one will
cost 25% more to run than the
existing one.
The issue of what to do with the

Victoria Leisure Centre has
rumbled on since the early 90s,
always with the council on one side
trying to knock it down and the
local community on the other
campaigning to stop them. It is time
this issue got sorted.
The council needs to put an end

to its wasteful and perverse political
posturing and give the community
of St Ann’s and the Dales what it
has consistently requested for more

than 12 years. All of us know that
the current centre is in desperate
need of renovation after 25 years of
neglect by the council.
The campaign is most certainly

not against progress. It’s just we
recognise that to make a building
better you don’t have to knock it
down and start again, especially
when it costs so much more to do
both financially and in terms of the
city’s carbon footprint.
The campaign is most definitely

not offering views that are no
longer valid.
As the thousands who have

already signed the petition and the
hundreds that took to the streets on
Saturday attest, it is the council
which is unfortunately out of touch
with its own voters.

Sporting struggle
WHAT struck me about the recent
article on budding Olympians Beth
and Sam was the difficulty parents
have managing to finance their
children’s dreams.
I have a vested interest – I saw

Sam a few years ago and thought
he was such a wonderful prospect I
invested in him myself and
managed to help secure him
sponsorship with P J Douglas
Engineering of Castle Donington.
PJD finance a seven-seater

people carrier plus travel and
hotel costs in Europe.
What I find disappointing about

all this is how Beth’s parents must
struggle to help their daughter.
Surely when athletes reach the

Olympic squad at least basic
expenses should be covered by the
Government.
As well as Sam has done with

sponsorship he could still do with
a butcher to provide high protein
food like steaks, which his parents
find expensive to provide.
If you can help visit samoldham.

co.uk
ANDREW HENDERSON

Failsworth Close
Clifton

WALKERS are invited
to sign up to the Three
Peaks Challenge to
raise cash for the
Breast Cancer Cam-
paign.
It involves climbing

the UK’s three highest
mountains – Ben
Nevis, Scafell Pike and
MountSnowdon– in 24

hours from July 2 to 4.
Participants need a

deposit of £160 and
£680 minimum spon-
sorship. For more de-
tails call 020 7749 3700,
email ukchallenges@
breastcancercam-
paign.org or visit the
website www.breast-
cancercampaign.org

Last week, the councillor responsible
for leisure centres in the city said he
was “bewildered” by the ongoing
dispute over the Victoria Leisure
Centre in Sneinton. Today, Mat
Anderson, the chairman of the Save
the Victoria Baths campaign group
explains what they hope to achieve.

Risk of chopping
city graffiti sites
THE city council’s latest crackdown on
graffiti may not produce the desired effect.
In fact, there is a danger the council’s

decision to do away with legal graffiti sites
may encourage illegal graffiti elsewhere.
Council leader Coun Jon Collins is

concerned about higher levels of graffiti
close to the legal sites, which brings down
neighbourhoods. This is a problem, but it
could be addressed directly.
Removing the designated sites risks

alienating young people who use them and
may result in an overall increase in graffiti.

Miner’s dream

for a new one are in place?

PLANS to close a care home for people
with learning disabilities are causing
serious concern.
Nottingham City Council wants to shut

the Riverside Care Home in Bulwell, but
relatives of those who live there, or use it
for respite care, fear for the future.
They also feel badly let down.
The city council had assured them for

more than three years that an alternative
facility would be provided when Riverside,
which has asbestos in its walls, closed.
However, the authority has reneged.
Now, the council proposes residents will

either move to another home, be
accommodated with “adult foster carers”,
or receive funding from the council to
purchase support proactively.
The case of Eric Norton and his daughter

Carole, who has severe learning
disabilities, painfully illustrates the problem
facing parents and relatives.
Mr Norton, 80, thought his daughter’s

future was secure after a lifetime of caring,
but now it is uncertain. He is distrustful of
private sector care, where she may end up,
and he is convinced foster care and
“self-directed” support are not an option.
Meanwhile, the city council’s explanation

as to why it abandoned its commitment to
replace the facility is not wholly convincing.
The change of plan only emerged as the

council published its budget proposals for
the coming financial year. The timing
suggests to relatives the move is driven by
financial considerations more than care.
This concern is heightened because

some of the options put forward by the
council do not suit those with serious
disabilities.
More explanation is needed from the

council about its intentions and motives.

Council reneges
on care promise


